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24/7 Fully
Managed SOC
Protecting MSPs
The Stark Reality: Cyberattack
Immunity is a Myth
In today’s cyberthreat environment, MSPs are targets of cyber
attackers who see you as the perfect access point to a wealth
of networks and industries. Instead of targeting a single
network, they can target many through you. Immunity to cyber
threat doesn’t exist, so staying agile and building a proactive
defense is critical in protecting your and your clients’ operations.
More and more, traditional cyber technologies such as anti-virus
or anti-malware are not enough. As more MSPs face a high
demand for affordable and effective cybersecurity, how will
you respond when modern, advanced adversaries set their
sights on you?
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“The State of Security Operations 2020”
– a CyberEdge report sponsored by
Micro Focus

“How to Minimize the Impact of
the Cybersecurity Skills Shortage”
– Osterman Research for Trustwave

of businesses have seen a
sharp increase in cyberthreats
and security incidents

of businesses are seriously
concerned about the current skill
shortage in cybersecurity roles

Defining the Value of a SOC
Protecting your business is synonymous with protecting your
customers. That’s why MSPs who are serious about their
cybersecurity invest in a SOC to benefit from in-depth security
expertise, human threat analysis, 24/7 monitoring, and immediate
incident response. Having a SOC means responding faster,
minimizing damages and costs, and safeguarding data and
business continuity.

“Many security services place the
burden of response and action
on their customers. They’re under
siege but expected to understand
the threat, figure out the system
internals, and then validate
the cleanup. Partnering with
Blackpoint Cyber’s active
SOC means we do the heavy
lifting for you, immediately.
With Blackpoint, you
get true response
you can count on.”
XAVIER SALINAS
Chief Technology Officer,
Blackpoint Cyber

T H E U LT I M AT E L O N G - T E R M C Y B E R S T R AT E G Y

Combining SOC with
True 24/7 MDR Services
A SOC is equipped to identify and prevent cyberthreats in real-time. Regardless of how many endpoints, networks,
assets, or locations an organization spans, SOCs provide a centralized view to ensure that they are monitored and
performing as needed. However, is there a way to level up your cybersecurity strategy further?

Blackpoint’s SOC:
Firm Up Your Defense

Blackpoint’s MDR:
Build Out Your Offense

Blackpoint’s SOC team helps streamline
how MSPs help their clients face modern,
advanced cyberthreats. Our 24/7 SOC team
is focused on catching breaches and rapidly
responding to contain them. Made up of former
US Intelligence cyber experts with real-world
experience, their only mission is to monitor
your and your clients’ networks and detain
advanced threats before they can laterally
spread across your systems.

As the SOC collects and monitors various data
sources within the organization, they add context
to make the information more valuable and
actionable within the overall threat management
process. To bring MSPs a comprehensive
cybersecurity solution, Blackpoint’s SOC operates
in our proprietary MDR technology to combine
network visualization, insider threat monitoring,
anti-malware, traffic analysis, and endpoint
security into an end-to-end, offensive strategy.

Thrive, not survive, in the threat landscape
At Blackpoint, our world-class, nation state-grade MDR technology and SOC team work seamlessly to
serve our partners and win the hard unfair fight for you. Have your managed detection and response
service installed and protecting your business within a matter of days. Trust Blackpoint Cyber to provide
a streamlined onboarding experience so you can get coverage without compromising your efficiency.
GET 24 /7 PROTECTION TODAY

1.410.203.1604
blackpointcyber.com

